**Range:** Death Valley cuts through the Mojave Desert below sea level.

**Habitat:** Death Valley is one of the hottest places on earth. In the dry basin you will find strange landforms and drifting sand dunes.

**Animals:** Many animals manage to do well in the dry landscape. The desert jackrabbit eats such plants, like the juicy cactus, carefully avoiding the sharp spines. Its long ears pick up the slightest sound of danger. They also help cool off the jackrabbit’s furry body by allowing extra body heat to escape through its many tiny blood vessels. The tiny kit fox also cools off through its huge ears. Its sharp hearing helps as it hunts for insects, rodents, and other small animals. The oldest animal on the desert may be the desert tortoise. They were collected so much for their shells, meat, or to sell as pets that they became endangered and are not legally protected. They roam the dry land eating the tough shrubs, grasses, and cacti. A damp hole in a saguaro cactus helps a family of elf owls keep cool. At night these birds will fly out in search of insects to eat. On the ground a Gambel’s quail searches for seeds and insects. In the sky, a turkey vulture makes large, slow circles in its constant search for carrion. Skidding across the sand, a deadly sidewinder snake leaves a strange warning trail. A kangaroo rat springs away from its path to find a safe hiding place. Disturbed by a predator, a tumblebug lifts its back to spray in case of danger. Animals in the desert use all kinds of strange adaptations to survive.

**Plants:** Plants included prickly pear, yucca, beavertail cactus, tough shrubs, and grasses.
Animals of Death Valley and the Mojave Desert

- turkey vulture
- Gambel's Quail
- elf owl
- kangaroo rat
- stink bug
- kit fox
- sidewinder
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